Short Workshop:

Make diversity a plus: How to develop diversity sensitive leadership skills in academia

Dr. Martin Schwarzkopf

Time: 17 November 2023, 10.00–12.00 h

Content:

In this brief introduction to diversity sensitive and enabling leadership skills we talk about:

- What is diversity – different aspects of diversity.
- How can diversity be of advantage for teams in science?
- What are requirements to develop a positive diversity in teams? And what can you do as head of a diverse team?
- What are limits of diversity in a research team? How to see risks early enough and what to do about them?

Trainer: Matthias Schwarzkopf – head of http://www.kabeak.de – has many years of experience working in different parts of academia and with quite different people in all academic fields.

Workshop language: English

Venue: Online

The event is aimed at Postdocs at all career levels max. 12 participants.

Please register by mail until 10 November:
postdoc-center-adlershof.mnf@hu-berlin.de